
COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO  BRANDING  
YOUR BUSINESS .



LET’S TALK 
BRANDING. 

When you think about branding, or companies with strong brands, the likes  

of Apple, Coca Cola, McDonalds and Google come to mind — big corporations 

or retail giants who have the budget and the outlets to create, develop and 

maintain a brand that’s recognized and frequently seen. While these companies 

may have the resources to saturate their brand, it doesn’t mean branding isn’t 

just as important for the small- to mid-size businesses looking to make an 

impact, too. 

What if we told you your mid-size business could have a polished, purposeful 

brand as exceptional as the big guys? A brand to define and differentiate 

your company in the marketplace, while driving business growth. A brand that 

encompasses your mission and vision. A brand that attracts your customers and 

keeps them coming back for more.

All it takes is finding the right brand, the right partner — and maybe some 

helpful advice from this guide — to make it happen. 

“Your brand is the single most important 
investment you can make in your business.”

– STEVE FORBES
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WHAT IS BRANDING?
Before we get too deep into this guide, it would help to better define what 

branding is. It’s a pretty misused or misunderstood term — and can mean 

different things to different people. We often receive inquiries from potential 

clients saying, “I need a logo and a business card, so basically I need a brand.” 

Well, they’re partially right, but mostly wrong. Those elements are just part of 

a company’s brand (the image part to be exact). A brand or branding is about 

more than that.

People often think branding is all about how something looks, but it can extend 

to each aspect of your company. It shapes the way customers perceive your 

business and influences whether they will buy from you. It’s also how you and 

your employees view and perceive the company. It’s your what, your how and 

your why.

And while many claim they can “do” branding, an expert team understands that 

branding your business right is about more than a few graphics. It’s about using 

all available resources to create a voice, message and look for your brand.

Branding is a marketing practice that helps 
companies establish a unique presence in the 
marketplace and differentiate their product or 

service from their competitors.
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IDENTIFYING YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE.
Next on the agenda: getting a clear picture of your company’s target audience. 

You would be amazed how many companies come out swinging with their 

brand and advertising, only to completely miss the mark on who actually wants 

(or needs) their product or service.

Knowing your target audience is vital to brand development. Without this 

knowledge, you’ll be pouring money down a black hole, and you’ll find it hard  

to recover. You won’t know how to position your brand or tell your brand story. 

And developing an effective brand design, concept and message can become 

darn near impossible.

Questions about your brand (and what it 
should be) become easier to answer if you’ve 

identified your target audience.

SO, HOW DO YOU IDENTIFY YOUR TARGET 
AUDIENCE?

This isn’t pin the tail on the donkey. It takes research and a bit of work 

to find that right audience. The following actions are all super helpful.

1. CREATE AN IDEAL CUSTOMER PROFILE OR BUYER 

PERSONA. 

Identify the age, gender, income level, location, interests, 

occupation or other characteristics or demographics of the people 

who are most likely to use your product or service. Pooling this  

data and seeing clear patterns helps to refine that target buyer.
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2. CHECK OUT YOUR COMPETITORS. 

Look at what strategies their implementing. Where are you seeing 

their marketing? What are the pain points they’re addressing? 

Identify those audiences and find where their approach is lacking 

so you can better address solutions in those areas with your 

brand message.

3. A LITTLE MARKET RESEARCH CAN GO A LONG WAY. 

Learn more about your target audience through primary and 

secondary market research such as surveys, interviews or  

even focus groups. This research can help identify who may be 

looking for your product or service, and what would make them 

buy it (or not).

If you’re an established business, you may already have a good 

idea of who your target audience is. Or perhaps your industry 

predetermines who you need to go after. But that doesn’t mean 

you shouldn’t take the time to explore audiences more in depth to 

ensure you’re reaching the right people.

In the context of small business branding, some seem to think 

they can only choose one target audience. And, well, that’s wrong. 

Identifying several different audience types is great. It just means 

your marketing team will need to adapt your brand to appeal 

to these various audiences by telling the same story in more 

personable ways or designing visuals that appeal to one type of 

audience but maybe not the other.
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DEFINING YOUR BRAND.
Once you’ve identified your target audience(s), it’s time to define your 

company’s brand. We’re not saying to define your branding (that’s our job),  

but rather your brand. There’s a difference. Your brand is what your product  

or service represents to your customers. 

Start with a few questions:

• What are the true benefits that your product or service is bringing to your 

customer?

• What does that product or service give your customer that your competitor 

does not?

When answering these questions, don’t just focus on the literal benefits. 

For example, your company may sell gym or exercise equipment. You’re thinking 

you’re in the business of losing weight or staying fit. But it’s more than that. 

You’re selling a lifestyle of wellness.

The benefits of your product or service are not 
the features of it. You build from your company’s 

benefits to develop your brand.

GIVE A MISSION.

Every company — large or small — should have a brand mission. 

What does your brand stand for? What are you trying to achieve?  

A mission statement gives your company — your leadership and 

your employees — something to tie your business decisions back to. 

A mission statement doesn’t need to be long. It can be simple. It 

also doesn’t need to summarize your company’s services. Again,  

it goes back to that benefit. What is it you’re really trying to sell? 
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HERE ARE A FEW GREAT EXAMPLES  
OF MISSION STATEMENTS.

 

TED  

Spread ideas

W H Y  I T  W O R K S 

A two-word mission statement defining TED’s core mission of succinctly 

sharing ideas online via their 18-min maximum talks.

 

 

NIKE 

Bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world.* 

*If you have a body, you are an athlete.

W H Y  I T  W O R K S 

An inclusive, yet thought-provoking mission statement that clearly 

eludes to the benefit they bring to their core target audience (not just that 

they sell athletic shoes and apparel). 

By putting in writing what drives your business, it helps to lay 

the groundwork for your business’ branding efforts.
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TELL YOUR STORY.

The next step in defining your brand starts with your brand story. 

Don’t confuse your story with your mission. The mission is the 

“what” and your story is the “why.” It helps connect your mission  

to your branding campaign and other marketing efforts.

Developing a brand story can be complicated — especially if you’re 

on the inside looking out. A marketing company helps to cull the 

“why” during a question session or other research. Your company’s 

brand story may be right in front of you, and oftentimes is takes a 

professional, like Design At Work, to show you what’s been there  

all along.

A brand story helps create an emotional 
connection between your business and 

the customer.
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HOW WILL YOUR BRAND LOOK?
Now the fun part. This is where everything comes together to visually define 

your company and that product and service you’re wanting to grow. It’s time  

to brand.

Your branding will be based on what we’ve already covered in this guide:

1. TARGET AUDIENCE

2. COMPANY MISSION

3. BRAND STORY

These three parts give your brand messaging fuel and help to drive the graphics 

to visually accentuate your company’s mission and story, while appealing to 

your audience.

It’s important to remember when creating a brand that it’s not about your 

preferences or your personal taste, but rather a brand your customers will like.

Recognize the value of design and let your marketing firm assist in developing 

the best brand to help sell your product or service.

How your brand looks is influenced by multiple factors and you may not know 

the final result until you’re presented with a brand option (or options). Industry, 

competitors, style trends, company history and differentiators are all variables 

in the final concept and design of a brand.

It’s why it’s so important to work with a trusted branding partner like  

Design At Work when establishing your company’s brand. We specialize is  

mid-size businesses and are hyper-focused on developing branding campaigns 

to best define your company. We want to make sure you’re happy, while also 

creating amazing brand collateral. 

You want your branding to work for you AND 
sell your product or service. 
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BRAND DELIVERABLES: IMAGE & COLLATERAL.
The deliverables that come with branding your company can differ business to 

business — industry to industry. However, there are a handful of key elements 

that are produced featuring your brand. Building the image pieces (logo and 

stationery) and collateral items (website, sales materials, emails, etc.) are the 

next natural step to pushing your new brand to your customers.

LOGO DESIGN 

Whether your company needs a logo refresh or a new logo entirely, 

it should reflect your current mission or story. Designed with your 

customers and industry in mind, your logo is the image of your 

business. It’s the first impression and the building block for your 

brand. 

STATIONERY 

Stationery design is derived from your logo, including font styles and 

color choices. You may use the logo in its original form or possibly 

a simplified variation. Business cards, letterhead, envelopes and 

notecards are all typically designed as part of the stationery suite.

BRAND GUIDELINES 

Brand guidelines, which are an all-encompassing document that 

outlines how your brand should look, is designed as a reference tool 

for your company (and vendors). Brand elements may include logo 

dos and don’ts, fonts and typography, color palette (logo colors and 

brand accents) and any brand-specific notes.

You should be able to hand over your brand 
guidelines and have the person receiving them 
understand your company’s brand completely.
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WEBSITE 

Perhaps the largest propagator of your company’s brand is your 

website. It should be a direct reflection of your business and be 

written, designed and programmed not only to showcase your 

brand, but function well for your customer’s needs. It helps to turn 

to your marketing firm — the same team who designed your brand 

— to create your website. It ensures your branding is carried through 

accurately and thoroughly, and best reflects your company’s mission 

and brand story.

COLLATERAL AND OTHER ITEMS 

Once the website has been developed, it’s time to take inventory of 

any other collateral that will need the new brand. Brochures, sales 

sheets, promotional items and presentations will all need to be 

branded. Social media and email marketing should also take on the 

brand, to ensure continuity across all mediums. 

It’s important to remember that a new brand — and the deliverables it comes 

with — can take several months to complete. A new brand or rebrand isn’t, and 

shouldn’t be, an overnight thing. To get it right, it must be done purposefully 

and with patience. The result will be a successful brand you can be proud of for 

years to come. 



BRAND ROLLOUT.
You’ve come so far! The brand looks great. You’ve done the hard work. Now it’s 

just matter of letting the world know. But don’t rush it!

Give your company and your marketing partner time to pull it all together. You 

owe it to all the hard work to roll it out effectively. Create a launch calendar and 

a list of to-dos for not only an external launch, but also internal. Get team buy-

in and help them understand the mission and story you want your company’s 

brand to reflect.

Let’s not jump the gun! A new brand loses its power when bits and pieces are 

disseminated alongside your old brand. Customers are only getting a part of 

the whole picture. A leak could also cause brand confusion, especially if you’re 

launching a new logo.

You build from your company’s benefits to develop your brand.

BEFORE WE GO.
Branding your business can be a headache. Whether you’ve done it 15 times or 

not at all. Working with a marketing firm like Design At Work is the best (and 

easiest) way to ensure you business’ brand or rebrand goes off without a hitch.

If you have an exceptional product or service, it’s imperative to have an 

exceptional brand. It’s key to growing your business while also moving into new 

markets. The power of branding your business — no matter the size — should 

never be overlooked. 
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“As our business grew, we knew we needed to reevaluate 
our marketing plan to match the company we wanted to 
become. Design At Work has surpassed our expectations 
in creativity, brand design, marketing strategy and more. 
Our team is the best to work with and always willing 
to brainstorm new ideas. We have received countless 
compliments on our new brand and marketing materials, 
and we have Design At Work to thank for that.”

– KIM, CENTRAL BANK

READY TO BRAND YOUR BUSINESS?

We’d love to talk with you about your company. Branding is  

what we do well. Being your marketing partner is what we do 

best. At Design At Work, we get you differently.

832.200.8230 | info@designatwork.com

designatwork.com


